The finite element method is considered when applied to a model Dirichlet problem on a plane polygonal domain. Rate of convergence estimates in the maximum norm, up to the boundary, are given locally. The rate of convergence may vary from point to point and is shown to depend on the local smoothness of the solution and on a possible pollution effect. In one of the applications given, a method is proposed for calculating the first few coefficients (stress intensity factors) in an expansion of the solution in singular functions at a corner from the finite element solution.
The finite element method is considered when applied to a model Dirichlet problem on a plane polygonal domain. Rate of convergence estimates in the maximum norm, up to the boundary, are given locally. The rate of convergence may vary from point to point and is shown to depend on the local smoothness of the solution and on a possible pollution effect. In one of the applications given, a method is proposed for calculating the first few coefficients (stress intensity factors) in an expansion of the solution in singular functions at a corner from the finite element solution.
In a second application the location of the maximum error is determined.
A rather general class of non-quasi-uniform meshes is allowed in our present investigations.
In a subsequent paper, Part 2 of this work, we shall consider meshes that are refined in a systematic fashion near a corner and derive sharper results for that case.
Introduction. Let D be a bounded simply connected domain in the plane
with boundary dD consisting of a finite number of straight line segments meeting at vertices v-, j = 1, . . . , M, of interior angles 0 < a1 < • • ■ < aM < 2n (in a suitable ordering). We shall consider the Dirichlet problem !-Au = f in Í2,
where / is a given function, which for simplicity we assume to be smooth.
To solve the problem (0.1) numerically, let Sh = Sh(D), 0 < h < 1, denote a o. .
one-parameter family of finite dimensional subspaces of H (D) O Wl,(D). We have in
mind piecewise polynomials of a fixed degree on a sequence of partitions of Í2. In our considerations the partitions do not have to be quasi-uniform, not even locally (cf. examples in Section 9).
Let un E S be the approximate solution of (0.1) defined by the relation (0.2) A(un,x) = (f,X) for all x Gi-Since the ability of a given subspace to approximate a given function depends in part on the regularity of the function, let us first discuss the regularity of the solution of (0.1). It is well known that even if fis smooth, u may be "badly" behaved near the corners. In fact, if we introduce polar coordinates (p, 0) at the vertex v, so that the interior of the wedge is given by 0 < 0 < ay and set ß}-= ir/üp then near v¡ the solution u behaves like (0.3) u(p, 0) = kjpßi(in-j ' sin^.0) + smoother terms.
Here k, is a constant, and m-= 0 unless (3-= 2, 3, . . . . Globally one can then say that for any e > 0, u E Hx +^"e(i2) or {fM~'iñ). If we let D¡, j = 1, . . . , M, denote the intersection of D with a disc centered at the ;'th vertex and such that Í2-contains no other vertex, and set D0 = ÍA(U/=i^/) men we nave " EHx+ßi~e (Dj) or (fl-'iñj), j = 1, . . . , M, and u E C°°(D0).
For many finite element spaces the following holds: Let r > 2 be an integer (one may, e.g. take piecewise polynomials of degree r -1). Then there exists a constant C and a x G S" (D) such that (0. 4) ll"-xllLoo(a)<C7Imin(^^)-e, and (0.5) B»-xli",(n)<ar'"<'-'^>-'.
In fact, x has the additional local properties that min(r,(3;)-e (0.6) li«-xllLoo(n/)<CÄ (0 .7) II« -XIL,,0 , < chmin(r-U&^e, j = 1, 2, . . . , M, M (Ilj) and since u E C°"(S20), (0.8) H" -XIIL jfi0)< Chr.
Let us remark that if (3-< r -1, as is always the case when Vi < /?• < 1, i.e., a, is concave, then the estimates (0.6) and (0.7) essentially yield the same degree of approximation in I«,(£2.-) and HX(D), respectively.
Before discussing our results, let us describe some other recent work on maximum norm estimates which are relevant to our work here. For other references concerning the finite element method on domains with corners, we refer, e.g. to Babuska [1] , Babuska and Aziz [2] , Babuska and Rheinboldt [4] , BabuSka and Rosenzweig [5] , Eisenstat and Schultz [11] , and Thatcher [36] .
Maximum norm estimates for the finite element method on irregular but quasiuniform meshes have been discussed in Douglas, Dupont and Wheeler [10] , Frehse and Rannacher [12] , Natterer [21], Nitsche [24] , [25] , Schatz and Wahlbin [31] , and Scott [32] . (In these papers, references to work concerning maximum norm estimates on uniform meshes can be found.) In particular the papers [21] , [12] and [24] give global estimates for the error on a convex polygonal domain (i.e., ßM > 1) where the subspaces S" are piecewise linear functions defined on a quasi-uniform triangulation of D. Improving the estimates in [21] and [12] , Nitsche shows that for any x G Sh, H"-"ftllL00(b)<^lnill"-xlllvL(n).
Since in this case D is convex, we may deduce from the counterpart of (0.4) in Wxx the global estimate (0. 9) ll"-"ftllLoo(n)<«min(r'%)"eOne of the shortcomings of a global analysis of problems where the regularity of the solution may vary in the domain is that it will in general yield a rate of convergence commensurate with the worst behavior of the solution. Sharper results can often be obtained by a local analysis. For example, if D is a polygonal domain (not necessarily convex) and Sh is taken to be any one of a rather general class of finite elements defined on a quasi-uniform partition of D, then as a special case of the results of [31] we have that for interior subdomains D0 CC D'Q CC D and any x e 'S*.
(0.10) II" -"""¿"(n,,) < C[(ln i)"»" -Xilino) + lllM ' "»i-P.tí¿]' This term measures the effect on the local error of such things as the smoothness of the solution outside of D'0, the smoothness of the boundary, etc. and may be estimated by using a duality argument. In Lemma 4.2 we shall show that for p > ßM -1,
Since 2(r -1) > r we have from (0.10), (0.11) and (0.12) that (0-13) ll"-"ftllLoo(,0)<^min(^^)"e-
We first notice that in many cases the estimate (0.13) is "better" than (0.9), even in the convex case. Next we see that in comparison to (0.8) the estimate (0.13) may not be optimal. For example, if Vi < ßM < 1 (i.e., a concave maximal angle) then 2ßM < r and therefore \\u -"/^¿"(ft«) < Ch2ßM~e. This is the well-known pollution effect due to the corner of maximal angle-it has been observed in calculations.
As remarked before, the aim of this paper is to provide local estimates up to the boundary for a polygonal domain (not necessarily convex) using a general class of subspaces. We wish to emphasize here that once having such estimates we will then be able to consider other questions which are of interest, namely: 1. the calculation of the coefficients (stress intensity factors) in the expansion (0.3), and 2. the location of the maximum error in D.
Let us now briefly describe our results. We shall refer the reader to the appropriate place in the text for more precise statements.
In Theorem 4.1 we shall show that with D-, f = I, . . . , M, and D0 as abo.ve, (°-14) II" -"ftll, ,",><CÄmta(''l,/'2%>-e, }=!,..., M.
and lh »L "(n,-) (0.15) H"-"ftll,oo(ft0)<^min(-2^)-£.
Except for the term 2ßM occurring in the exponent, which corresponds to a possible pollution effect due to the corner of maximal interior angle, these estimates are analogous to (0.6), (0.8).
The results (0.14) and (0.15), and others to be given below, are derived as consequences of the following two basic estimates, (0. Let us further point out that the proof of (0.16) essentially consists of extending the techniques of [31] . The proof of (0.17) follows by converting a local Hx estimate, cf. [27] , to an L" estimate by means of an inverse relation of weak type (for unit size domains) Hxll^ < C^_6llxlLi for x ES", see Sections 7 and 8 for the technical details. We note that close to a concave corner the Lx estimate derived via an Hx estimate will be sharp.
In certain situations one can say more about the rate of convergence than what is given in (0.14) and (0.15). For example if 0. < mini/, 2ßM), then (0.15) predicts a higher rate of convergence in the interior than close to the /th corner. In Theorem 5.1 we estimate precisely the rate of convergence at a point x in terms of its distance d to the vertex. For instance, if the maximal interior angle is concave (ßM < 1) then for x close to vM we show, using (0.16) and (0.17), that with 5 > 0 arbitrarily small, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let us consider two consequences of (0.18). In Section 5 we show that if ßM < 1 and the mesh is quasi-uniform of size h near the vertex vM, then for any 5 > 0, the maximum error in \u -un | over the domain D occurs at a point which is at most a distance hx~s away from the vertex vM (provided kM in (0.3) is not zero).
Our second application of (0.18) concerns the problem of calculating what is sometimes called the stress intensity factor, i.e., the coefficient kM in the expansion (for ßM < 1) (0. 19) u(p, 0) = kMpß™ siníJV?) + O(p20M)
at the Mth vertex, see (6.1) . In order to approximate kM we consider
where 0 < 0O < aM is fixed. The question then arises as to how d should be chosen so that kM(d, h) is the best possible approximation to kM. Now,
\d"Msin(ßM60)\ Using (0.18), we make a choice that equalizes the error in the two terms above, namely d = dh= ft2'3. We prove in Theorem 6.1 that \kM-kMidn,h)\<Ch2ß^-\ ßM<l.
We also show, in Theorem 6.2, that the quantity kMidh, h)p^M sin(ßM0) gives a potentially better approximation to u than uh does, for p < ft2'3.
In Theorem 6.3 we use similar reasoning to exhibit how the next term in the ex-1 ft pansion (0.19) (which is equal to lMp M sin(2ßM6) if 37r/2 < aM < 2n) can be found approximately.
To conclude this introduction we give an outline of the rest of the paper. In Section 1 we collect notation and regularity results concerning the problem (0.1) that will be needed. Section 2 lists assumptions on the finite element spaces. In Section 3 we state precisely the two basic results (0.16) and (0.17). The proofs of these are given in Sections 7 and 8. Section 4 is concerned with proving (0.14) and (0.15). In Section 5 we give the proof of (0.18) and calculate the location of the maximal error.
In Section 6 the estimate (0.18) is applied in connection with the question of approximate calculation of stress intensity factors. Finally, in Section 9 we give examples of finite element spaces.
1. Preliminaries. In this section we shall introduce notation and collect certain regularity results for the problem (0.1).
In this paper C, e and e' will denote positive constants, not necessarily the same at each occurrence, but independent of A. For simplicity in writing, we make the convention that C may depend on e and e'. For properties of these spaces on Lipschitz domains, cf., e.g. Grisvard [14] , and
Necas [22, Chapter 2] , [23] where further references may be found. As general references we also note Lions and Magenes [20] and Slobodeckii [33] . We notice that for £>1 CD2, For / E Z~, the negative integers, the following two properties hold:
IfZJj CD2, then Stein [34] . See also Necas [22] . (i) w EHs+2iD) n HxiD) and with C independent off,
(ii) the functions S -, the singular functions, are independent of / and each S¡ may be taken to vanish outside of a neighborhood of one of the vertices. In a neighborhood of the /th vertex one has upon introducing polar coordinates (p, 0), with 0 < 0 < a-lying in the interior of the wedge,
where for any e > 0,
In fact, unless mß-is an integer, (1.12) S/>mO,0) = pm^sin(m^), near the /th vertex. In the case that mß, is integral, logarithmic terms may enter, (hi) the coefficients c¡ = c¡if) satisfy 2. The Finite Element Spaces. In this section we collect the assumptions on the finite element spaces that will be used. Since we are concerned with the local behavior of the finite element solution, our hypotheses will be local in nature. Along with locally quasi-uniform meshes, certain non-quasi-uniform partitions will be allowed, cf. the examples given in Section 9.
Let S"iD), 0 < ft < 1, denote a one-parameter family of finite dimensional subspaces of HxiD) D IVi,(i2). In particular, the functions in S"iD) vanish on dD. For D CD we define S"iD) by restriction, and also set $*(£)) ={X6 ShiD): x vanishes in a neighborhood of bD\ibD n dD)}. Furthermore, if u G HxiDx), then x 6 $"(£)).
Our next assumption was introduced in [28] and is sometimes referred to as a "superapproximation" condition.
A.2. There exist constants C2 and l0, l0 integer, such that the following holds:
Let Dx $ D2 <f D with dist^D,, D2) > k0h, and let cj € hiD^. Then for In our subsequent work we shall frequently need certain consequences of the approximation hypothesis A.l. The first result, Lemma 2.1 below, concerns approximation in L2 based norms, and approximation of functions with low regularity. In many examples, a natural interpolant could be utilized to show these results directly, but in general one has to smooth the function before applying the interpolant, cf. Hubert [15] and also Clement [9] , Strang [35] . In our case we also want to smooth so as to preserve the vanishing of the functions on dD. A suitable smoothing operator was given in Nitsche [26] . For completeness we shall exhibit its form near a corner.
Here the corner is normalized so that the sides are along the negative x and y axes for the concave case, or positive x and y axes for the convex case. By use of a linear transformation, it suffices to treat these two cases. With k( • ) and r¡( ■ ) having suitable properties, see [26] , we set II» -Xllo.Dj + ¿II» -xllljDl < Cl22IM|2iD.
The corresponding results hold after a homothety by 1/d, cf. A.4, with ft replaced by h/d for d> ft1 ~6 ; the constants occurring remain the same. Finally, we shall need a global approximation result in Sobolev spaces with nonintegral smoothness parameters. The proof will be given in Appendix 2.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that A. 1 holds, and let s be a real number, 1 < s < r.
There exists a constant C such that the following holds.
For any v G fí1(D) n HS(D) there exists a function x G S (D) such that
<2-8) Il»-Xll, ft <CV-1II»I s,n-3. Two Basic Results. In this section we state our two main theorems. The investigations in Sections 4-6 will be based on those theorems, the proofs of which will be given later in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.
In our first result we extend, under our present more general hypotheses, the interior Hx estimates of [27] , and give estimates up to the boundary. The resulting bound includes the case when the domains are small. On unit size domains, the Hx estimate is converted into an estimate in the maximum norm using the following simple device: Given e > 0, let q be such that e = 2^/q. Then by A.3 and Sobolev's inequality with Dx <% D, llxllLoö(D.) < ^Hxll^íD) < Ch-e\\x\\UD for XZS".
This result will be particularly useful later on in discussing the error in the neighborhood of a concave corner. Let us remark that if the mesh is quasi-uniform then the factor h~e may be replaced by ln/ft. There exist constants C = Op, 5, e) and hx = h^ip, S) > 0 such that the following holds: Let Dj $ D with dist^(£)j, D) = d> hx~6, and let u G HxiD) and uh G ShiD) be such that
Aiu-uh,<p) = 0 for all tp E*SniD).
Then for ft < hx we have for any x e ShiD),
We remark that in the proof of this result we do not use the hypothesis A.l in itself; only the consequence (2.7) of Lemma 2.1 is employed. Our second result is a generalization of the interior maximum norm estimates of [31] , given there for quasi-uniform meshes. Then for ft < ft2 we have for any x ^ S"iD),
-"hh^D,)
Let us again remark that in the proof of this theorem, A.l is used only via its consequence (2.7) of Lemma 2.1. It remains to prove the two lemmas above.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We shall give the details for (4.5); the other cases are similar. Note that (4.5) demands simultaneous approximation in H and L". The proof is based on using the approximation results (2.5), (2.6) of Lemma 2.1, and the detailed information concerning the behavior of u that is contained in (1.8)-(1.13). First, by (1.8) we may write u = s + w near the corner, where w G HxiD) n W^(D). By Lemma 2.1, w can be approximated in the desired way.
For the singular part s, we proceed as follows. Let w G C°°(D') be such that co(x) = 0 if dist(uy, x) < (k0 + l)h, co = 1 if distfy, x) > 2ik0 + l)ft. Furthermore assume that
We now approximate aw as in (2.5), (2.6), and using (1.11) and (1.13) we easily deduce the estimates sought. The proof is completed by noting (again using (1.11) and (1. From the a priori estimate (1.7) we have Wl+ßM-e',«<ClMI^_1+e'>ft, and hence lll«-"ftllll-%-e',íí<^mÍn(r-1'^-e')||M-^||l!n.
Similarly ll"-"ft»i,n <C inf ||«-xll1>0<Ctf €')hminir-l'ßM-£'\ xBSh(n)
and we obtain the desired result in the case of ßM > 1.
In order to treat the case Vi < ßM < 1 we shall need the following lemma: 5. Location of the Maximal Error in the Dirichlet Problem. In this section we shall consider meshes that have an element of "size ft" near the vertex of a concave maximal angle. We prove then that the maximal error in u -uh occurs within an 0(ft1_e) distance from that vertex.
If for some /, 0. < min(/, 20M) then Theorem 4.1 predicts a higher rate of convergence in D0 than in D-. This suggests that in this instance the rate of convergence is an increasing function of the distance to the vertex. We shall prove that such is the case in a special but important situation. Other examples can be treated similarly. 
wl(nf) ML"(nf)
To complete the proof we use the following lemma. II" ""A ,o^<CJ 0M"2ßM ' forh1-*<d<d0. INI a<Cdl-ß"M\ 2/% <C(i1-^IH|1_,M+e'/2)n.
The desired result follows in this case too. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. We shall now discuss the location of the maximal error. For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the case of a concave maximal angle which is strictly larger than the other angles. and since by assumption \iu -uh)(x)\ > ChßM, we obtain the estimate (5.11). This proves the theorem.
Calculation of Coefficients in Singular Expansions (Stress Intensity Factors).
Let us consider the case when the maximal angle aM is concave. Letting p = \x -vM\ and 0 denote the angular variable, we have from (1.10)-(1.12) that u(p, 6) = kMpßM sin(0M0) + S(x) + w(x) in a neighborhood of vM. Here \S(x)\ < Cp2ßM and if/is smooth enough, w(x) is a twice continuously differentiable function that vanishes on 9Í2. Since, therefore, its directional derivative at the corner vanishes in two linearly independent directions, we see that |w(x)| < Cp2. Hence, (61) u(p, 0) = kMpßM sin(ßM9) + 0(p2ßM) as p -+ 0, for Vi < ßM < 1.
The quantity kM is sometimes called a stress intensity factor, and its calculation is of interest. Several ways for approximating kM using the information obtained in a finite element solution have been suggested, cf. the surveys by Gallagher [13] and Pian [30] . One simple method starts with the observation that with 0 < 0O < aM This immediately gives the desired result. A similar analysis is easily carried out for aM convex, 7r/2 < aM < it. In this case the term of 0(p2@M) in (6.1) is replaced by 0(p2), and one applies a slightly varied form of Theorem 5.1. The details are left to the reader.
The information contained in the quantity k^ can be used to improve (as far as error estimates are concerned) the approximation to u near the maximal corner. Then with k^ given by (6.2), (6.3), given e > 0 there exists a constant C such that (6.5) \u(p, 0) -kfyfM sin(0M0)| < Ch2ßMl3-epßM for p < ft2/3.
Note that the rate of convergence in (6.5) is higher, for p < ft2'3, than that predicted by Theorem 5.1, viz. Ch2ßM~ep-ßM, p>hx~6.
Proof. From (6.1) and (6.4) we obtain \u(p, 0) -k\pßM sin(0M0)| < \(kM -^M sin(0M0)| + Cp2ßM
which immediately implies the estimate (6.5).
Let us finally consider the approximation of higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion for u around the maximal corner. For simplicity, we consider the case 3ît/2 < aM < 2ir. We have then, cf. (6.1) (6.6) u(p, 0) = kMpßM sin(0M0) + lMp2ßM sin(20M0) + 0(pßM).
For 0O fixed such that sin(20M0o) =É 0 and k*^ given by (6.2), (6.3), we set
as a candidate for an approximation of lM.
Theorem 6.3. Assume that A.l, A.2, A.3 and A.4 hold, and that Vi < ßM < 2/3.
Let lM be given by (6.7) with
Then, given e > 0 there exists a constant C such that I'm -'mO*. «01 < Cih2ßM~ed-3ßM + h2ßMl3~ed'ßM + «A).
The theorem obtains.
A similar analysis can be carried through for 3it/2 > aM > n; the order term in (6.6) is replaced by 0(p2). Again we leave the details to the reader.
In a manner similar to that of Theorem 6.2, the first two terms in (6.6), with kM, lM replaced by their approximations, can be used as an approximation for u which is potentially better than uh is for p < ft1'3. The details are once again left to the reader. (ii) the whole disc of radius 2R is contained in D.
We shall give the details in case (i) only.
We first prove that for vh G S"iD) such that (ii)' D3 is a whole disc interior to D. We shall only consider the case (i)' and show that for k a nonnegative integer, (7.9) lll»ftllU,z>2 <CfclKlli,o3 +CHKHU-i,d3- We can now prove Theorem 3. Then for any x G S"(D), |(u -un)(x0)\ < II" " xhoo(D2) + Hx -»hh"iD2y Using A.3 we have for q such that y2/q = e, HX -"aIIl.cdj) < Ch-e\\x -»hhq(D3y Applying Sobolev's inequality to D3 we obtain "X -»hhq(D3) < Cd2lq(\x -"ftl1(D3 + d-x\\x -""llo,D3) <C(|M-xl1,03+^-1ll«-xllo,D3
+ l"-"ftli,ü3
An application of Lemma 7.2 completes the proof. In case (i) we note that w = bv/bx¡ is also harmonic. Thus let us show that for a harmonic function w, (8.5) \\vrt\0Mi<QrlM0j,2.
Let co be a C°° cut-off function such that co = 1 on Z),, supp co CC £>2, and (8.6) llöaco||Loo< orlal.
We have l|Vw||0Di < HcoVwIlJ, and
The first term on the right is zero, so that llcovwll2 < 2||coVw||0CcT1M0>zv
Thus, ||cjVw||0<Cc?-1IH|0iD2
and (8.5) follows.
For case (ii), let us treat the situation when the discs are centered at a convex angle. Letting co be a C°° cut-off function which is = 1 on Z),, vanishes in a neighborhood of bD2\ibD2 n 9Í2), and satisfies (8.6), we have upon using the a priori estimate (7.5), he desired inequality (8.4) obtains.
This completes the proof of Lemma 8.3. We can now prove Lemma 8.1.
Proof. We shall assume that Z), and D are the intersections of D with concentric discs such that either (i) (a) the discs are centered at a convex corner of D and contain no other corner, or (i) (b) the discs are centered on a straight line segment of 9Í2 and contain no corner, or (ii) the discs are interior to D.
We shall give the details of the proof in the case (i) (a). This reasoning immediately carries over to the case (i) (b). In the situation of (ii), one first perturbs the bilinear Let \\uh\\L (D \ = \uhix0)\ forx0 ED2, and let A, and A2 be the intersections with D of discs of radius p = ft and 2p, respectively, centered atx0. Here 5 = e/3. By A.3 and Sobolev's inequality we obtain for q = 2y/8, K(x0)l<cft-6iKiiz,£?(Aj)<cft-6(iKii1>Ai+I||~||oAJ.
Thus, (8.11) \uh(x0)\ < Cft-6||U||liAi + Ch-b\\u -W,||1>Ai + ^-\\uh\\0tAi. Next apply (7.12) of Lemma 7.2 to the domains fi.<$ Dx. It follows that /■ ¿2-1. -üÄ||1>n. < f (2-'|l» -xll^i + II» -Xlloni + II» -»"ll0"i).
Using the approximation result (2. [8] , the elements of Bramble and Zlámal [6] , the tensor products of one dimensional piecewise polynomials, and others. For the well-known techniques involved in verifying our assumptions, cf. [8] or Ciarlet [7] . In connection with A.2 (where now y = 1), see also Nitsche and Schatz [27] .
Our next example is a simple one on a non-quasi-uniform mesh. where C is independent of/, or l2. From this we obtain A.l with r = 2 and the part of A.4 that pertains to A.l.
In Appendix 1 we shall show that for x a bilinear function on T, co in C3(7) and with tj denoting the interpolant of cox, Hcox -!*!,, < CLIMI^s (r)llxll1)r- The inverse assumption A.3 is taken care of in a manner similar to that of Example 2, using (9.4).
In Part 2 of this series we shall give a more detailed analysis of the finite element method when the mesh is refined near a vertex. The results obtained in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are valid for a large class of meshes which are associated with refinements, and will be of importance in the derivation of results in Part 2. As our last example we shall describe certain mesh refinements which satisfy our hypotheses A.l-A.4. On each Í2-k let the partition involved be quasi-uniform with the diameter of the elements involved being comparable to ft-fc, where with 7,^1 constant, ft71 < h.k < ft, i=l,... ,M,k=l,. .. , kf + 1.
Consider on these kinds of meshes, e.g. the finite element spaces listed in Example For /,, fix x, square and integrate with respect to y. From well-known properties of linear interpolation we obtain /^^♦■^«CW'6*** *>. 7=1,2.
Integrating then with respect to x we arrive at (A. 1.4) \\I1\\0T<Cl'2 and combining this with similar estimates for the other terms in (A. 1.7), llxll1)r <cr (*+1>nixiiLp>7,.
Thus we have derived the estimate (9.3). Assume for the moment that for any w as in (A.2.7) we can find an /0 G ///(Í2) with f0 = w on 9Í2 such that with C a constant independent of w, (A.2.9) ll/"rA,n < Clwljk-îi.an for k = 1 and r.
